
Word Analysis

     Inna: Indeed•
     Allaha: Allah•
    La: Not. Negation. Lam, Lan, La, Ma<<All negation. •

Root: Ha-yaa-yaa: Haya'--shyness. Meaning of hesitation and modesty. What is haya'? The feeling that stops a 
person from doing something in front of the other because you don't like it or it is not acceptable to the other. 
Allah does not have any hesitation of the truth, nothing can stop Him. Allah does not feel ashamed of saying the 
truth. In front of non-Muslims, we may be hesitant, but Allah is not. 

            Yastahyee: He hesitate, He has haya'•

    An: That. •

Root: Daud-raa-ba: Darb--to strike. To literally hit, strike. Also used for traveling, you have to strike your feet 
against the ground (not necessarily out of arrogance). Also used for presenting something. 

          Yadhriba: He strikes. •

        Mathala: The example. Allah is giving an example. Allah does not have haya' from striking an example. •
    Ma: Whatever. Whatever example it may be, Allah does not have haya' no matter what example. 'Ma' also used to 

emphasize the significance of what is being emphasized here. Even if the example is very insignificant, like that of a 
mosquito. 

•

Root: Baa-'ayn-daud: Ba'udh--Singular of the word/and or a female mosquito. It's so tiny so it seems to be like a 
part of something. You can only see part of the mosquito. 

            Ba'udhatan: A mosquito.•

       Fama: And whatever. Fa--here gives the meaning of and (usually so or then)•

Something greater than the mosquito in it's insignificance. i.
Literally on top of the mosquito, another insect that lives on the mosquito. ii.

         Fowqaha: Anything above (above the mosquito)--above physically and also in rank, position, status. Fowqaha 
understood here in two ways: 

•

        Fa'amma: As for. Amma--used for explanation. •
          Allathina: Those who.•
          Amanu: They have believed. •
               Faya'lamuna: So they know. (Wow-noon at the end: they)•

        Annahu: That indeed it (it refers to the example)•
        Alhaqu: It is the reality, al haq, the truth. Haq--That which is fact. •
    Min: From.•
          Rabbihim: Their Rabb.•
                  Wa'ammallathina: And as for those who. •

           Kafaru: Those who have disbelieved. •
              Fayaquluna: They say. •

       Maatha: What is that. 'Maa' and 'Thaa'--two words, what is that? Question asked for the purpose of mocking•

Root: Raa-wow-daal: Rowd--to go back and forth, to go here and there in search of something. Iraada--to think 
and to want to something; the reason you do something. 

             Aradallahu: He intended Allah. •

                Bihaatha Mathala: By this example. •

Root: Daud-laam-laam: Dalala--misguidance. He just lets them go without stopping them or forcing them the 
other way. They are making the choice to deliberately go the wrong way so Allah just leaves them. 

        Yudhillu: He leaves astray•

     Bihi: With it (such examples). •

Root: Kaaf-thaa-ra: Kathra--abundance, to be a lot, plenty. A lot of people are misguided by such examples. 
          Katheeran: Many. •

          Wayahdee: And He guides •
      Bihi: With it (such examples)•
          Katheera: Many. **We say in Salah: hamdan katheeran--praise a lot, abundant**•
      Wama: And not.•
        Yudhillu: He leaves astray. •
      Bihi: With it (such examples)•
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      Bihi: With it (such examples)•

To renounce obedience completely--Kufr. (This ayah referring to Kufr)1)
Minor fisq, a believer but sometimes he crosses the limits. (You do not have the authority to call this 
person a Kafir at all, you have not authority to do that).

2)

Root: Faa-seen-qaf: Fisq/Fusooq--to cross the limits, leave the bounds. Literal meaning--crossing the bounds, to 
break the limits and then come out. When the skin of a fruit bursts, it crosses the bounds. Technical meaning--to 
disobey. Fisq of two types:

                   Illalfasiqeen: Except those who cross limits. •

         Allathina: Those who. •

Root: Noon-qaf-daud: Naqd--to break something. Breaking something after it has become firm. Also used for 
unraveling a braid, it was tight to begin with but then you break it, you unravel it. Also used for taking thread apart 
after something is made. They made the promise firm before, they had a commitment, but then they broke it. 

            Yanqudhuna: They break. •

            'Ahdallahi: The covenant of Allah. 'Ahd--such a promise that is to be looked after. A person has to be careful 
about it and he intends to fulfill it. The promise has to be observed and fulfilled. They break that 'Ahd and look at who 
they made the commitment with. What is that promise? to worship Allah. 

•

            Min-Ba'dihi: From after.•

Root: Wow-thaa-qaf: Wathuq--they break the promise of Allah after making it firm. After they swore to live by it. 
            Mithaaqih: It is binding.•

Root: Qaf-thaa-'ayn--Qata': to cut something, sever. 
               Wayaq ta'una: And they cut.•

   Maa: What•

Root: Hamza-meem-raa: Amr--a command. 
        Amara: He commanded. •

     Allahu: Allah. •
      Bihi: With it. •

Root: Wow-saud-laam: Wasal--to connect things together. 
             Anyusala: That it be joined. Allah commands them to join it but what do they do? They cut it. •

               Wayufsiduna: And they do mischief. Yufsiduna from Fasaad. •

Those who live on the earth. i.
The resources on the earth. ii.

Harming the animals, bombing, etc. 1)
Cannot be seen, but can be felt. Fasaad in the character of people. 2)

Tangible and intangible fasaad. iii.

             Filardhi: In the earth. Two types of Fasaad:•

           Ulaaika: Those•
      Hum: Those who•

Root: Khaa-seen-raa: Khasir--those who do not gain; no profit whatsoever. Why are they losers? Because they will 
get nothing for what they have done. 

            Al Khasiroon: The loser. •

Ayah 27

       Kayfa: How•

Root: Kaf-faa-raa: Kufr--used of 1. disbelief and 2. ingratitude. 
             Takfuroona: How can you disbelieve•

        Billahi: In Allah. How can you deny Allah, how can you be ungrateful.•
           Wakuntum: And you were.•

Root: Meem-wow-taa: Maatayamutu--to have no life, no ruh. State of non-existence before you were born. 
           Amwaatan: Dead. Lifelessness. Life is the combination of body and soul.•

Root: Haa-yaa-yaa: Hayat (same root as haya' but no hamza at the end, rather taa marbuta at the end). Hayaat--
the coming together of body and soul.

               Fa'ahyaakum: Then He gave you all life. •

                  Thumma yumeetukum: The He will give you death. Body will be in the earth and soul will depart. •
                  Thumma Yuhyeekum: The he will give you life again. Ruh back into the body. •

      Thumma: Then•
          Ilayhi: To Him. •

Root: Raa-jeem-'ayn: Raja'--to return. 
             Turji'oon: You will be returned•

Ayah 28
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           Huwallathi: He (Allah) is the One who•
        Khalaqa: Created. •
      Lahum: For you.•
        Maa-fi: What is (whatever, anything).  •
         Alardhi: In the earth. •

Root: Jeem-meem-'ayn: Jama'--to be together.
          Jamee'a: All. It is there for you, so you can survive. •

Root: Seen-wow-yaa: Istawaa--to become straight, even. When this word is being followed by 'ila', then it means to 
turn towards something, to pay attention. Allah paid attention to the sky and formed the sky. 

              Thummastawa: Then He rose to. •

               Ilassamaai: The sky. •

Root: Seen-wow-yaa: Sowwa--to make something equal, to level something, to make it smooth. 
             Fasowwahunna: Then He leveled them (the skies). •

        Sab'a: Seven.•
           Samaawaat: Skies. He shaped them into seven layers of skies. The sky was smoke before, dukhaan, then he 
leveled it and smoothed it. 

•

        Wahuwa: And He is. •
        Bikulli: With every. Kulli includes everything, from the ba'ud (mosquito) to the samawaat (sky).•
        Shayin: Thing.•
         'Aleem: All-knowing. •

Ayah 29

Tafseer

Don’t be pleased with anything lesser than Jannah. People before you passed and people after you will pass, so work for 
that which is everlasting. It's up to you how you use your time--temporary benefits or permanent residence in Jannah? 

•

In Abbas (ra): When Allah made the two earlier metaphors for the hypocrites, then the people said Allah is too high and 
exalted to make metaphors. As a result, this ayah was revealed. 

•

Allah is not timid to present an example that of a mosquito or smaller than it. Allah has presented these examples to 
help people understand. (ex: fly, spider)

•

Some people's approach to the Qur'an was to find a flaw in it, not to learn lessons from it. •
The real intent behind presenting an example is to understand the lesson, concept; not to focus on the thing itself. •
Surah Hajj: 73--Example of the fly: "O people, an example is presented, so listen to it. Indeed, those you invoke besides 
Allah will never create [as much as] a fly, even if they gathered together for that purpose. And if the fly should steal 
away from them a [tiny] thing, they could not recover it from him. Weak are the pursuer and pursued."

•

Allah is making people reflect upon what they worship, their idols cannot even come up with something as small as a 
fly. If a fly were to take food away from the idol, can the idol take that food back? No. Weak are the pursuer and the 
pursued. Reflect on the power of Allah. 

•

These people would ask why Allah is mentioning such an insignificant thing? Allah says that He subhanahu wata'ala is 
not shy. 

•

Fowqaha--referring to something smaller than the mosquito that is on top of it. Something above it (mosquito). 
Scientists have discovered that there is a small parasite that lives on top of a mosquito. Not visible to the eyes. The 
parasite is a very complex creation, has all systems. Another meaning--something bigger than it (ie: spider or fly)

•

Why is Allah not shy? Because this is the truth and the purpose of the example is to give a lesson. •
If Allah gives the example of something as small as a mosquito, what does it mean? That, that organism is not small 
anymore because you extracted a lesson from it. It's also a very deadly insect, a mosquito can take down an entire 
nation: Namrud.

•

Those who believe, know that this is the truth from their Lord. No doubt in this Book. They have understood the 
purpose behind the example. 

•

Surah Ankabut: 43 "And these examples We present to the people, but none will understand them except those of 
knowledge."

•

The 'Ulema of the past would cry if they did not understand something. They would think they were lacking in 
knowledge and they would think of this ayah.

•

Why did the angels prostrate to Adam (AS)? Because he had knowledge. •
As for those who disbelieve: they ask what Allah means by this example. They have a lack of knowledge, understanding, 
they blame Allah instead of blaming themselves. 

•

Allah leaves astray many and guides many through these examples. Why don't they understand? 1. They don't reflect •

Ayah 26                                                                                            
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Allah leaves astray many and guides many through these examples. Why don't they understand? 1. They don't reflect 
upon they ayah and 2. They choose to not want to understand. Mental block. 

•

And He misleads not except the defiantly disobedient people--those who transgress the boundaries placed by Allah. •
Who is a Fasiq? They are a separate category. They believe but they do not obey Allah in all matters. Their actions are 
not according to what they believer. Disobedience to Allah. Fisq.

•

Who break the covenant of Allah after contracting it and sever that which Allah has ordered to be joined and cause 
corruption on earth. It is those who are the losers.

•

They break the covenant after contacting it1.
They sever that which Allah has meant to be joined--rights of Allah and rights of people (family, relations). 2.
Cause corruption on the earth as a result of their sins. Spread fasaad in the earth. 3.
They say what they do not do and they sever relations with neighbors, relatives, orphans. •

Tangible: Waste resources, going against nature. ○

Intangible: corruption in media, behavior, ghiba○

Two types of fasaad:•

They have lost their fortune and honor in this world and the next. Near Allah the loser is the one who has lost in the 
hereafter. 

•

Ayah 27                                                                                                                                                           

How can you disbelieve in Allah when you were lifeless and He brought you to life; then He will cause you to die, then 
He will bring you [back] to life, and then to Him you will be returned.

•

Returned for what? Questioning. Accountability. •
No person has the right to deny Allah because He has given everything life. •
Surah Yaseen Ayah 17. •

Ayah 28                                                                                                  
                        

It is He who created for you all of that which is on the earth. Then He directed Himself to the heaven, [His being above 
all creation], and made them seven heavens, and He is Knowing of all things.

•

Allah created the earth, then the heavens. 7 heavens above one another. Allah has made this earth for man, so man 
should use all these resources for good, as a means of getting close to Allah, reflecting on Allah. 

•
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